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mization techniques. To overcome the drawbacks of the
mathematical mcthods related to the initial condition and to
the form ofthe objective function, a new category ofglobal
optimization techniques is developed, this category based
on stochastic and hewistic aspect includes; Genetic
algorithm (cA) [6, 7], Tabu search (TS) [8], Simulated
annealing (SA) I9l, Evolutionary programming (Ep) tlOl,
Particle swarm optimization (pSO) [11], Differential
evolution (DE) I121, Harmony search (HS) [13], Artificial
bee colony (ABC) [14], Biogeography baseà optimization
method (BBO) [15, l6], A modified Artificial bee
(MABCA) [7], Shuffted frog leaping algorithm (SFL)
[18], and Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) tl9l. Ali
these methods applied with success to solving various
problems related to power system operation and control.
Authors in [20] provide a significant and valuable
introduction and surveys the non-deterministic and hybrid
optimization methods.

Differential Evolution @E) is a population-based, direct
stochastic search algorithm and one of the most prominent
new generation EAs, proposed by Storn and p{ce [21], for
optimization problems over a continuous dômain. The
main advantages of DE are: simple to program, few control
parameters, high convergençe characteristics. DE has been
applied to several engineering problems in different areas.
In power system area, DE has received great attention to
solving the multi objective optimal power flow considering
the integration of multi FACTS devices in a practical
electrical nefwork. This paper presents a differential
evolution @E) algorithm adapted for the solution of the
multi objective optimal power flow under contingent
operation states considcring multi shunt FACTS devices.
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Abstract - To guide the decision making of the expert engineer specialized in power system operation and control; the practical oPF iolution should tak-e in coïsideration the critical situation due to severe loading conditions and fault in power system. Differential rvotution=ffi isone of the best Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) to iolve rei valued optimization proutems. 'itrls
paper presents simple Differential Evolution @E) optimization algorithm to solving *utii àu;.ctive optimal power flow (oPF) in the powei system with shunt Fecfs devices .înrià"iirg "oltage deviation, power -lo§:! and powèr flow branch. The proposed approach is examined and tested on the standard. IEEE-3OBus power system test with difrerent objective functions at critical situations. In addition, the non smooth cost function due to the efTect of valvc poirrt t u,been considered within.the-second practical network test (13 g"rr..uiirg units). The simulationresults-are compared with those by the other recent techniquesl From the different case studies,it is observed that the results dcmonstrate the potential ofihe proposed approach and show clearly its effectiveness to solve practical opF under contingent o'p"r'utio, ,tut.r.
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1. Introduction

The optimal power flow (OpF) problem is one of the
important tools in operation and control of large modern
po\À/er systems based FACTS technology and Renewable

:nergy. The main objective of a practical OpF strategy is to
determine the optimal operating state of a power system by
optimizing a particular objective while satisfying certain
specified physical and securiÿ constraints. in its most
general formulation, the optimal power flow (OpF) is a
nonlinear, non-convex, large-scale, static optimization
problem with both continuous and discrete conhol
variables. It becomes even more complex when more than
one objective function is considerçd with various ÿpes of
practical generators constraints (prohibited zones, valve
point_ effects and ramp rate limits), this fype of problem
well known as multi objective OpF problem. Over the last
several years many mathematical optimization techniques
have been applied to solve the OpF problem such as;
linear programming (Lp), nonlinear programming (\ILp),
Suadratic programming (ep), and interiàr point methods
[2-5]. All these techniques rely on the initiaf condition and
convexity to find the global optimum; the methods based
on these assumptions do not guarantee to find the global
optimum solution when considering the practical
generators conskaints @rohibited zones, valve point

"ry"tr 
and ramp rate limits), authors in [l] provide a

valuable inkoduction and surveys the Jassical opti
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